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if34(L) 9/t/64 

Subject: Study 10. 34(L) - ~fe:rm Rules of JM.4ence (lb'I.4eace Code-. 
Division ll--Writ1~) 

We have received no cOQllMnts on this diviaion. 

We haVe redraftl!4 the best evi4eDce rule article (§§ l5OO-l510) to break 

the to:mer 10Dg sections into several ahort sections as suggested at the last 

uet1l\8. 'l'h1s aecess:i.tated same cb8.Dge in fo:rmat. The sections are IlOW simila.r 

to the hearsay rule and exceptions. 

One problem of major significance remains. It was disque.ed at length at 

the last men11!B' )Ut W>tortunatel~ ~ of the ~~_ ".. DOt ~ve(. The 

e Pl'Qblelll i1'Wtll.vep lilectiQ9.1.~9. the ..... i_ 4oQ!.IIIIeAt. rule. The problem with 

the secti.!). pow •. QlI.t Qt 1~rel~J,""""", t9 ~loa l!O3. 

c 

. . 
Section 1~19 provtAH tbat the j\l4ge IllUst a4m1t evldoce being offered 

under the aneietlt doeuaeat. rule it there is evicieaee sufficient to sustain a 

finding of proper custody, ~uspicioUll appearance, and 30 years' age. Section 

403 speUsout the procedures for adm1tt1ng evidence when the prelimiQarY fact 

aead be sbovD merely by evidence sutfieielilt to sustain a t~1ng. Subdivision 

{e} provide. that the judge may, "and oa request shall, l1lSUUet the j\u"y to 

4eteni1ae the existence of the preliminary fact and to divega~ the proffered 

evi4enee utile .. the Jury 1'1n48 that * preliminary tact ~et •• " 

Appaftlltly, theil, Section 403 ",uires the ludge to lI\1bJ111t the faetual. lS1ue~ 

ot age, CUiltoly, aad appearallCe to the Jury. and if the .Jury determ1.s that, 

tor example, the document is 110t 30 year. old, the Jury III1I8t "'''-regard the 

protte:'ed evidellCe".-tbe 4ocUl!)ent. 



c 

The reason Section 403( c) requires that the prelimilJary' fact be lIubmi tted 

to the jury and that the jury be instructed to disregard the evidence if they do 

not find the preliminary fact is: Section 403 deals with those kinds of 

preliminary facts that inherently must be decided by the jury if they are 

properly to give credence to the proffered evidence. For example, an admission 

may be believed because a party made it. It has no relevance if someone else made 

the statement. A statement admitting liability has no relevance to A's liability 

if B made the statement. It is relevant only if A made the statement. The 

statement may have some independent relevance, too; but that is not the reason it 

is admitted. It is admitted as A's statement. Hence, the jury properly 

should be charged in such a situation that they should disregard the statement 

if they do not believe that A made it. Insofar as its indepelldent relevance is 

concerned, it is inadmissible hearsay. 

This principle underlying Section 403(c) works wherever we have used the 

"evidence sufficient to sustain a finding" formula. All of such evidence should 

be disregarded by the jury if they do not believe the preliminary fact. But this 

principle does not apply to Section 1419 and the CommiSSion did not intend this 

principle to apply. 

Section 1410 is intended to make clear that the Section 403(c) principle 

does not apply. But Section 1410 seems insdequate for this purpose. It is 

analogous to the hearsay rule that prohibits hearsay except as provided by law. 

We believe that, under the hearsay rule, the courts will not seize on the broad 

wording of the exception to change or omit conditions of admissibility that we have 

specified in particular exceptions, because our specific exceptions have "occupied 

the field" in regard to the matters mentioned. Similarly, Section 1410 may be 

interpreted to mean that the article in which it appears does not specifY all of 

the kinds of circumstantial eVidence that may be used to authenticate a writing; 
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c 
but where a section in the article spells out in some detail particular conditions 

of authentication, it has "occupied the field" in that area and DO lesser 

showing will be sufficient. 

The only other section in the article that seems subject to the criticism 

that it may exclude evidence of a document where there is sufficient evidence to 

sustain a finding of authenticity is Section 1414{b). Section 1414(b) requires 

a showing both that the document came from the adverse party I s custody and that 

he acted upon it as authentic. In some cases, custody alone might be sufficient 

to austain a finding of authenticity. In other cases, the fact that the adverse 

party acted upon a document as authentic miclht be sufficient--it is sort of an 

admissiOQ ~y conduct comparable to the express admission provision in Section 

C 1414(a). The problem in Section 1414 oould be resolved by aplitting aubd1vision 

(b) into disjunctive provisions. Splitting the aection i8 justified by the 

following paragraphs from 7 Wigmore, Evidence 632 (3d ed. 1940): 

c 

Where one party calls upon the opponent • . . to produce documents 
made and possessed by the latter, and the latter does produce the 
described documents, this is sufficient evidence of genuineness, by 
statute in at least one State, --a statute which might well be imitated. 

For any kind of document whatever, particularly records and ~, 
their presence in a natural place ought orten to be sufficient evidence 
that the document is one of those regularly kept there. 

The statute referred to is Section 103 of the Illinois Civil Practice 

Act(1933) : 

• • . documents produced by the opposite party [in response to 
discovery procedures prior to trial or upon demand at the trial; cf. 
Evid. C. § 15031 may be introduced in evidence by the party dem8na1ne; 
them Without further proof of genuineness. 

The problem relating to Section 1419. however, is not so easily resolved. 

A IUbdivision might be added stating specifically that a lesser show1n«~y be 

SuffiCient, although not necessarily so. Also, a subdiv1s1on could be ",ded 
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stating that, not-r1i ths :'cx.diU(; Secticn )+03, all o~ the condi tioas of Section 1 .. : 3 

are not to be submitted to the jury if some lesser showing in the particular 

case is sufficient to sustain a finding of authenticity--the only issues to be 

submitted to the jury in that event being those facts necessary to show 

authenticity. Or, Section 1419 could be repealed. 

At the last meeting, we suggested tbMt the judge be required to find the 

conditions have been met. That would mean his determination of the conditions 

is final and the precise conditions would not be submitted to the jury except 

as generally embraced within the issue of authenticity. Thus, the conflict with 

Section 403 would be aVOided. This would not preclude the judge from admitting 

the evidence even if he were not persuaded the conditions had been met if he 

was shown evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of authenticity. 

In view of the strong support for Section 1419, we recommend the addition 

of a provision to the section stating in substance that a shoWing falling sho~ 

of the showing now required in Section 1419 is nonetheless SUfficient if it is 

sufficient to sustain a finding of authenticity. Then, if the judge determin""~ 

that the eVidence of custody and appearance was sufficiently ambiguous that i~ 

would not sustain a finding of authenticity, he would properly admit upon 

evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of 30 years' age and would properly give 

the jury the Section 403{c) instruction on all of the specified factors. 

lJl, any event} th conflict between Secticns 403 and 1419 is the major prohlem 

left in this division and it should be resolved. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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